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Infertility in History and the History of Reproduction  
 

 
Gayle Davis and Tracey Loughran (eds), The Palgrave Handbook of Infertility in 
History: Approaches, Contexts and Perspectives (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017) 
 
Nick Hopwood, Rebecca Flemming and Lauren Kassell (eds), Reproduction: 
Antiquity to the Present Day (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018) 
 
 
My interest in the history of infertility was sparked off by an impulse purchase. It happened 
around a decade ago, back when I worked in a bookshop. While browsing off-duty one day, a 
title jumped out at me. Quest for Conception: Gender, Infertility, and Egyptian Medical Traditions by 
the medical anthropologist Marcia Inhorn. Based on Inhorn’s fieldwork in Egypt in 1988-89, 
Quest for Conception explores the ‘pilgrimage for pregnancy’ undertaken by poor women in 
Alexandria.1 These women sought out an array of folk-healers, herbalists, dayas or local 
midwives and religious shrines. Many also ventured to clinical settings with physicians, whose 
biomedical interventions were often ineffective and sometimes positively harmful. Their 
quests for conception rarely culminated in maternity.  

Stumbling across Quest for Conception and then discovering Inhorn’s subsequent work was 
a revelation. I had loosely assumed that involuntary childlessness must have been a bad thing 
for women in the early medieval societies I work on. The precision with which Inhorn 
explained why women in Alexandria experienced prolonged childlessness as a calamity was 
instructive. The possibility of divorce or polygamous remarriage made their marriages feel 
fragile. Many couples faced intrusive scrutiny from family members, especially if they still lived 
with the husbands’ parents or other relatives. That home environment mattered even more 
because many poor urban women did not work outside the household and, in comparison 
with rural women, their opportunities for productive labour within the household economy 
was limited. Adoption was neither religiously sanctioned nor socially widespread. In sum, poor 
women in Alexandria were positioned to experience prolonged childlessness as calamitous 
because biological motherhood was the basis of their social existence.2 Understanding 
women’s experiences of and responses to fertility problems requires thinking about how 
gendered dynamics of marriage, family formation, household structure, work, space and 
mobility interact together with the accessibility of therapies (biomedical or otherwise) and 
acceptability of alternatives to biological parenthood. Men and masculinity are also important 
parts of the picture. Aside from erection or ejaculation disorders, fertility problems were 
popularly attributed to defects within female bodies. Admittedly, the increasing availability of 
semen analysis had opened up new social conversations about male infertility. Yet, many 
Alexandrian women opted to take the blame and cover for husbands diagnosed with fertility 
problems, thereby shielding men from reputation damage in a social landscape where 
masculinity was rooted in homosocial competition and infertility evoked a lack of virility.3  

Here’s the rub. It took a medical anthropologist writing about later twentieth-century 
Egypt to get me thinking more carefully about fertility problems in premodern societies. 
Tellingly, my experience is not unique.4 The reason is simple. There has been surprisingly little 
historical scholarship on fertility problems and involuntary childlessness. Infertility has not 
exercised the kind of gravitational force that attracts and sustains clusters of historians, who 
have been far more interested in how women and men have sought to limit, rather than 
enhance, fertility.5  But that may finally be changing. The last five or so years have seen a 
noticeable spate of publications exploring infertility and childlessness in later medieval and 
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early modern Europe, mainly England;6 infertility in ancient medical and legal thought;7 
women’s experiences of infertility in medieval Islamic societies;8 interfaces between the 
histories of infertility and sexually transmitted disease;9 voluntary and involuntary 
childlessness;10 and the evolution of the very term infertility.11 

The edited collections discussed here clock up almost 1,400 pages between them. 
Certainly, in their original hardback form, they are more likely to be careful investments than 
impulse purchases. But the innovative ways they explore the historical implications of 
infertility, particularly for women’s history and the history of medicine, are just one of many 
payoffs with which these ground-breaking, if rather different, volumes reward their readers.  
 
Infertility in history  
Once lots of people start noticing something, it can be difficult to remember why nobody 
previously paid much attention to it. Future historians will find a salutary reminder in Gayle 
Davis and Tracey Loughran’s introduction to The Palgrave Handbook of Infertility in History 
(hereafter, Handbook). Davis and Loughran attribute the stunted historiography on infertility, 
which contrasts with decades of social scientific and ethnographic studies, to particular 
evidential and conceptual difficulties faced by historians. Infertility is camouflaged in the 
historical record because it is an ‘experiential state that exists in an absence (the failure to 
engender pregnancy), that plays out on the bodies of women (a historically marginalized 
group), and that…often further stigmatizes its subjects (thus rendering them inarticulate or 
silent)’.12 Archival gaps are compounded by a conceptual constriction. When, why and how 
the raw fact of childlessness turns into the suspicion of infertility has varied significantly across 
and even within societies; in some cultures, for example, the absence of sons or an insufficient 
number of children can also be regarded as species of fertility problems. But because infertility 
tends to leave its clearest traces in modern archives when people have sought institutionalised 
medical help, it is all too easy for infertility to become ‘conflated with the biomedical 
approaches that purport to “treat” it’. A default instinct to conceptualise infertility in 
medicalised terms obscures the ‘much longer history of the condition, and the diverse 
experiences of those who have experienced involuntary childlessness outside highly 
medicalized contexts’.13  

Through their opening shots, Davis and Loughran carefully frame the nascent history 
of infertility. Inevitably, infertility yields significant connections to the history of science, 
medicine and technology; multiple contributors explore these connections in detail. But a key 
starting premise is to recognise infertility is a ‘clearly gendered experience’, which has very 
often entailed more deleterious bodily, psychological and social consequences for women than 
for men.14 Or, as the title to Daniel Grey’s chapter puts it, borrowing from an Indian blogger: 
‘she gets the taunts and bears the blame’.15 Handbook centres the history of infertility around 
questions of family, reproductive labour, gender and, above all, women’s experiences and the 
occlusion of their experiences through social stigmas and archival filters. Yet by the end of 
Handbook, it is hard to disagree that ‘once we start looking, it can seem that infertility is almost 
everywhere in history, often unrecognized even though it is in full view’.16 This is the 
cumulative achievement of its dozen or so chapters split across five distinct sections covering 
definitional problems, the politics of infertile bodies, medical approaches to infertility, agency 
and invisibility, and imagined reproductive futures, each of which is prefaced by Davis and 
Loughran’s exceptionally incisive mini-essays. The decidedly non-chronological structure 
aspires to ‘spark unexpected connections and encourage researchers to head off in different 
directions’.17 Here, I focus selectively on some of the directions that Handbook encouraged me 
to head off in and connections it sparked: how to do the history of infertility, conceptually and 
methodologically; the gender politics of infertility, especially in medical thought and practice; 
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and questions of agency, invisibility and stratified reproduction, that is, how people’s 
reproductive possibilities and experiences differ depending on their access to social capital and 
material resources.  

Handbook productively destabilises infertility. Far from being a fixed biological 
category, infertility is inextricable from a longer history of shifting epistemologies mediated by 
social, cultural and political dynamics as well as technological change. Between 1860 and 1950 
the physical techniques underlying artificial insemination did not change dramatically. But, as 
Bridget Gurtler demonstrates, the nomenclature fluctuated considerably in the USA, Britain 
and France. In the nineteenth century more prominent terms included ‘uterine injection’ and 
‘fructification’, which reflect medical fixation on women’s bodies when addressing fertility. Yet 
these terms also point to change as well as continuity. While fructification (literally, making 
fruitful) was a remnant from an ‘older epistemology of generation not yet drowned out by the 
new language of “reproduction”’ – this transition is central to the other volume discussed 
below – uterine injection exemplifies a movement towards localised disease concepts, 
including in the treatment of infertility.18 By the time ‘insemination’ began to enter lay language 
from the 1930s, the technical focus had shifted from wombs to semen, capturing the increasing 
attention paid to fertility problems in men’s bodies from the earlier twentieth century. There 
was one particularly uncomfortable dimension to this new attention: donor insemination. While 
the terms artificial insemination by husband (AIH) or by donor (AID) ultimately won the 
terminological war, physicians were still battling over the propriety of alternatives like ‘non-
marital insemination’ or  ‘insemination by a foreign donor’  right through the 1950s. The shift 
from fructification to insemination, then, correlates with fresh social concerns about the 
implications of infertility – and its treatments – for marriage and masculinity.  

It is, of course, ‘easier to write the history of infertility from the top-down than from 
the bottom-up, from the perspective of those concerned with regulation and rectification than 
from those whose lives were disrupted’.19 Angela Davis’s sometimes harrowing chapter on 
women’s experiences of fertility problems in post-war Britain very much looks from the 
bottom-up and with highly significant implications. There is a remarkable dimension to the 
oral history interviews on which it builds. Davis conducted interviews with women from 
southern England for a project on post-war motherhood. Infertility was not on the research 
agenda and all interviewees had had at least one child. Unexpectedly, however, several women’s 
memories of mothering touched on the emotional and physical trials of reproductive 
difficulties, including miscarriage and problems conceiving, after having one or more children. 
There was a striking fatalism to their autobiographical narratives. Several had been reluctant 
to pursue medical treatments, which reflects the limited availability of reproductive assistance 
and, even from the late 1970s, variable accessibility depending on location and social class. 
Equally striking is the helplessness and lack of autonomy many women felt in their interactions 
with medical professionals and institutions, including those who did seek out fertility 
treatments. Through these oral histories Davis brings to the surface a deeply ‘hidden subject’: 
the history of subfertility and secondary infertility (i.e. fertility problems after previously 
conceiving and giving birth to one or more child).20 Significantly, the silence surrounding 
secondary infertility is partly the result of definitional confusion by which women whose lives 
were significantly affected by it after becoming mothers are disinclined from seeing themselves 
as infertile. That history will remain deeply hidden so long as historians continue to conflate 
infertility with childlessness.  

Given these and other ‘barriers to vocalization’, historians interested in infertility have 
to become adept at ‘excavating evidence and interpreting silences’.21 Undoubtedly, there are 
archival gaps. For a long time, medical practitioners and clinics, for example, destroyed records 
of sperm donations and artificial inseminations.22 But there is more to historical silences than 
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absence of evidence. In her highly innovative chapter Christina Benninghaus treats silence on 
infertility as the object of, not the obstacle to, inquiry. In nineteenth-century Germany infertility 
was by no means enveloped by silence. Biblical stories, prayer books, folk tales and health 
advice literature all broadcast messages about and for childless people. At the same time, many 
men and women opted to keep silent about fertility problems, even within their marriages. 
Drawing on literature and letters, Benninghaus asks whether there was method to the 
muteness. Several nineteenth- and early twentieth-century novels pivot on moments when 
silences within childless marriages are interrupted with unhappy consequences. For example, 
in Clara Viebig’s 1906 bestseller, The Son of His Mother, the breaking of a couple’s long silence 
on their fertility problems sparks off a chain of events, including the disastrous adoption of a 
boy. Judging by its use as a plot device, talking about childlessness felt noteworthy to authors 
and readers because it disturbed a ‘normality stabilized by silence’.23 Letters, too, reveal 
different layers of silence by which men and women strategically avoided talking, or talking 
fully, about fertility problems with spouses, family members and friends. The letters of a certain 
Wilhelmine Heyne-Heeren (d.1861) to her female friend disclosed the difficult silence at the 
heart of her marriage to a significantly older man, the historian Arnold Hermann Ludwig 
Heeren (d.1842):  

 
And the worst of it is that on top of everything else I have to conceal my feelings, 
because not for the life of me would I want my husband to be aware of them. Have 
men any sense of this kind of thing? They pore over their books, their heads are full of 
other things, and they spend their leisure in each other’s company. But a poor woman, 
who is almost always left along with her thoughts – like me!24 
 

Letters and novels point to forms of female support, though also scrutiny, from mothers, 
mothers-in-law, friends and neighbours. But, as Benninghaus observes of Wilhelmine, her 
disclosure of marital silence can distract us from a different kind of reticence about infertility: 
a reluctance to mention medical treatments or sexual matters to her confidante. Ultimately, 
Benninghaus discerns a resilience to silence, a kind of agency exercised by couples or 
individuals who kept quiet. Silence was a ‘coping strategy’, albeit one that did not resist or 
challenge the ‘social expectations which stigmatized infertility’.25  

Silence is a gendered communication strategy for handling infertility also attested in 
modern ethnographic studies. I am reminded of Marcia Inhorn’s encounters with women in 
modern Alexandria, who provided cover for their infertile husbands: a collaborative silence, 
which could even strengthen marital bonds, but with different rationales and repercussions for 
each spouse.26 Men’s side of the infertility equation remains significantly understudied, even in 
the developed social scientific and ethnographic literature.27 Historians can end up replicating 
the fixation on women’s bodies in the reproductive theories, fertility treatments and 
procreative lore that we encounter in so many of our sources. One thing I remember from 
ancient history lectures as an undergraduate is that in classical Greece women were likened to 
mere fields in which men sowed their seed. This told you everything you needed to know 
about ancient patriarchy. Except, as my own students know well, you should not believe 
everything you hear in a lecture theatre. In fact, as Laurence Totelin shows, from mythology 
to ancient botany the earth was thought to play an active role in plant generation, for there was 
‘no such thing as a passive field in the ancient world’.28 The analogy had easily missed 
implications about men too. The farmer’s role in fostering the development of plants by 
working with the earth, which were likened, respectively, to children (plants) and women 
(earth) in botanical thinking, was analogous to a husband ‘responsible for the fructification of 
his family’.29 Totelin is not disputing the patriarchal asymmetry at the heart of ancient ideas of 
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generation or, for that matter, ancient households. But she dislodges the active male/passive 
female dichotomy previously wedged in my brain from those lectures and replaces it with a 
more complex reproductive imaginary. Moreover, by imbricating parallel notions of men’s 
custodianship over human as well as plant fertility, she plausibly suggests that any fertility 
blame game had more to it than merely identifying which bodies any problems were located 
in. It was precisely because of patriarchal household structures and entrenched norms of 
paternalistic custodianship that there might well have been a more developed notion of men’s 
responsibility for fertility problems than those analogies between women and fields initially 
suggest to us. Historians need to pay greater attention to men and masculinity to understand 
the relationship between patriarchy and fertility. 

Handbook particularly excels at spotlighting the gendered politics of infertility in medical 
thought and practice. Early nineteenth-century physicians thought about infertile women 
through what Sophie Vasset calls a ‘loose typology…the lean and hot type, the virago, the 
melancholy and the morose, and the anxious intellectual’, types which ‘framed the medical and 
cultural understanding of a condition that remained invisible and mysterious even for reputed 
doctors’.30 These ideas, which Vasset also traces in medical correspondence about an individual 
French woman’s case, were elaborated and authorised by a key reference work, the Dictionnaire 
des sciences médicales (1815), which contained two entries addressing sterility: one on physiology 
and another on legal medicine and pathology. One entry expounded on the physiognomy of 
female fertility, effectively instructing men on the hunt for a suitable marriage partner that ‘her 
carnation should be beautiful, her flesh gorged with vital sap, her mammary well-formed, she 
should have good appetite and a jolly temper’.31 Both entries were noticeably hesitant to 
conceive of sterility as a permanent and irrevocable condition, except when caused by the 
sexual excess of the libertine, nymphomaniac or prostitute. Vasset attributes this hesitancy, in 
part, to the fact that at the beginning of the nineteenth century French men were permitted to 
divorce their wives if physicians could attest that sterility was permanent. As one entry stressed, 
‘one cannot decide on the happiness or misery of families and individuals by simple 
conjecture’.32 Like so many sources deftly deployed in Handbook, the Dictionnaire des sciences 
médicales epitomises how medical ideas and practices surrounding fertility have been 
circumscribed by gendered legal frameworks, social norms and moral discourses.  

A leitmotif running through Handbook is a critical, even pessimistic, picture of the 
relationship between patient autonomy and medical authority, certainly as reproductive 
technologies developed during the twentieth century. In 1958 the UK government established 
the so-called Feversham Committee to look into artificial insemination. The voluminous 
medical testimony received by the Committee offers a revealing snapshot of how institutions 
and practitioners perceived artificial insemination as well as the women and men who sought 
it out. By the end of the decade there were around 2,000 births each year through artificial 
insemination, roughly half of them by AID, but only six doctors – three male, three female 
and all based in England – who regularly offered it. Widespread reluctance among practitioners 
reflected a variety of practical, legal and moral concerns. A representation from the Royal 
College of Surgeons of Edinburgh proposed setting up regional panels comprised of religious 
ministers, psychiatrists and marriage guidance experts as well as doctors, with the express 
intention ‘to make the whole thing rather difficult’, an impulse to obstruction and evasion of 
responsibility that Gayle Davis likens to ‘abortion games’, by which doctors dissociated 
themselves from decision-making when women sought abortions, following the passing of the 
1967 Abortion Act.33 Some physicians, of course, defended the practice and its patients. But 
the testimony nonetheless reveals the considerable degree to which practitioners pathologised 
men and, especially, women seeking AID. Doctors were so suspicious of women who wanted 
motherhood ‘too much’ that these women were ‘arguably considered to be as reproductively 
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“deviant” as the woman seeking a termination of her pregnancy’.34 The Feversham Committee 
had been precipitated by a 1957 divorce case in Scotland, MacLennan v. MacLennan, in which a 
man petitioned his wife for divorce on the grounds of adultery after she gave birth to a ‘test 
tube baby’ conceived through AID. In response, it was the popular media, not the medical 
establishment, that pushed to shift public opinion. Newspapers, television and radio gave 
couples voices and highlighted marital ‘tales of happiness and reconciliation in spite of 
reproductive difficulties’; as Hayley Andrews argues, the media’s ‘encouragement of a new 
family model within the traditional model of heterosexual marriage’ captures a creeping, if still 
bounded, social permissiveness in Britain.35  

By contrast, Virpi Ylänne observes, over the last decade or two the British press has 
often caricatured older mothers ‘as a threat to societal and familial lifespan structures’ in its 
reporting on reproductive technologies.36 Ageist misogyny in newspapers is one manifestation 
of how people’s reproductive possibilities and experiences have been stratified by gender, race, 
class, sexuality and age. Ironically, certain technologies that have enabled members of 
marginalised groups to become parents were initially normalised in ways that excluded them. 
In the 1970s and 1980s British medical scientists emphasised IVF’s potential role in preventing 
marital breakdown. Their advocacy of IVF took care to demonstrate that it ‘conformed to, 
rather than fundamentally challenged, existing norms surrounding kinship, parenthood and 
reproduction’.37 But the flipside of how IVF was normalised, Duncan Wilson argues, was a 
strengthening of distinctions between ‘deserving “medically infertile” patients’ and 
‘undeserving “socially infertile” patients’, such as lesbian couples or single women.38  
 This exemplifies Handbook’s interest in exploring how different ‘constructions of 
infertility have contributed to either expanding or limiting the capacities of different groups’.39 
The most arresting example across the volume concerns infertility and adoption.  In the 1930s 
the psychogenic model of infertility, by which psychological disorders were understood to be 
possible causes of infertility, was seriously explored as a potential fertility therapy. The 
psychogenic model was ultimately sidelined as diagnostic techniques improved from the 1950s, 
though the earlier plausibility, Sofia Gameiro and Jacky Boivin argue, did help the ‘entry of 
psychology into the exclusive club of obstetrics and gynaecology’.40 But a looser notion that 
the ‘psyche could interfere with fertility’ nonetheless circulated and with profound effects.41 In 
Australia this notion undergirded welfare practices between the 1950s and 1970s by which 
thousands of infants were taken from single women to be adopted by childless couples with 
greater social capital. The denigration of single working-class women as ‘unfit mothers’, which 
authorised the forcible removal of their infants, is one scandalous strand to the story. Another 
strand concerns the idea, first reported by American doctors in the 1930s, that adoption 
seemed to ‘cure’ infertility: women were becoming pregnant after adopting, it was claimed, 
perhaps because adoption relieved psychopathologies that had previously inhibited pregnancy. 
No clear statistical evidence was ever forthcoming. Nonetheless, the idea of ‘adoption as cure’ 
permeated popular culture and social institutions in the coming decades. Up to the 1970s, 
Shurlee Swain explains, adoption as cure ‘created a demand for babies to adopt’ to the extent 
that ‘infertility replaced benevolence as the key motivation stated for adopting’.42  
 A key story in Handbook, then, is that certain women’s voices are heard over others. 
This is explored in an altogether different way in Tracey Loughran’s chapter on British women 
‘caught between the postwar revolutions in contraceptive and reproductive technology’.43  
Loughran contrasts how involuntary childlessness and infertile women featured in mass-
market women’s magazines and publications associated with feminism in the later 1960s and 
1970s. Through ‘agony aunt’ columns and letters, the voices of infertile women were heard in 
the pages of women’s magazines in ways that represented involuntary childlessness as a tragic 
and empty experience. But, while the pages of these magazines ‘often “spoke” the lines of 
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recognizable and conservative cultural scripts’, the painful experiences of woman who wrote 
in agonising over their childlessness were ‘more than discursive constructs’.44 Their 
experiences, by contrast, were largely inaudible in publications associated with the Women’s 
Liberation Movement. As Loughran explains, this reflects the considerable degree to which 
infertility ‘resists accommodation within some of the defining lines of feminism: promotion of 
the right to choose, rejection of conventional ideologies of motherhood, and problematization 
of science and technology’.45 The contrast between the audibility of infertile women’s voices 
within the straitjacketing mass-market magazines and the inaudibility of infertile women’s 
voices within liberationist feminist publications captures the difficulty of writing feminist 
histories of infertility that ‘avoid reducing infertile women to nothing more than the product 
of discourse, while still challenging the biological determinism that propels maternalism’.46  
 Altogether, Handbook’s stated ambition of taking a ‘first step towards rectifying the 
historical neglect of infertility’ sells itself short.47 More like several leaps. This ground-breaking 
collection pioneers the history of infertility, scouts out its contours and establishes it as an 
innovative, vital and durable area of scholarship. It provides critical readings of biomedical 
interventions into fertility while resisting medicalised conceptualisations of infertility. It traces 
the interacting social, medical, political and cultural discourses that have shaped 
understandings of infertility but without reducing experience to mere ‘discursive constructs’. 
One of its most significant contributions is to make questions of agency, invisibility and 
stratified reproduction integral to infertility’s history in ways that encourage historians to make 
women’s experiences visible in spite of resistant archives and occluding conceptual 
frameworks. As Loughran writes:  
 

New understandings of the historical diversity of infertile women’s experiences, and in 
turn of the extent and the limits of women’s agency will arise only when we separate 
out women’s stories from the subsequent accretions of myth, stereotype, and ideology 
– not only when women can speak, but when we ensure that they will be heard.48  

 
What Handbook is, quite understandably, unavailable to provide just yet is a developed sense 
of that diversity across space and time. Historians need to trace how changing disparities of 
power correlate with experiences of infertility, and test out whether and, if so, why women’s 
and men’s responses to infertility have necessarily ‘work[ed] to reinforce patriarchal 
conventions’.49 Handbook gives glimpses. Daniel Grey, for example, contrasts the persistence 
with which infertility continues to override all other strands of Indian women’s social identities 
since the twentieth century with a ‘radical cultural reappraisal’ recently underway in the modern 
Middle East, which has attenuated the blame traditionally shouldered by women.50 While a 
synthetic picture of the deep-lying continuities, slow-moving shifts and precipitous ruptures 
within infertility’s history still feels some way off, Handbook gives a crucial starting-point. As it 
happens, the other volume under discussion may just provide a boost.   
 
The history of reproduction 
The chronological range of Reproduction: Antiquity to the Present Day (hereafter, Reproduction) is 
quickly noticeable. Forty-four richly illustrated chapters extend from reproductive imaginaries 
in ancient mythologies to contemporary global markets in assisted reproduction. 
Supplementing the chapters are forty ‘exhibits’, lavish colour plates with short essays on texts, 
objects and images, including a Babylonian birth horoscope imprinted on clay, an eighteenth-
century man-midwife’s crystal womb and pregnancy tests using frogs in post-Second World 
War commercial laboratories. Subdivided into five chronologically sequential parts, it takes a 
dozen or so chapters until we move squarely beyond 1500. Reproduction wants its readers to 
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take seriously the premodern history of reproduction and not to self-isolate in their 
accustomed time-periods. Key threads run across its chronological frame. The principal thread 
traces the history of generation and reproduction as conceptual frameworks and socially 
embedded ideas. In this sense, Reproduction centres the history of science, medicine and 
technology, but always with frequent pathways to gender, family, sexuality, law and politics. 
The editors draw attention to two further threads: the history of demographic thought or 
population thinking; and ideas and practices of fertility management, pregnancy and birth. 
Readers can trace these threads across time and, to a lesser extent, space in what amounts to a 
‘western regional history’ that ‘spotlight[s] interactions with the rest of the world’.51  

Reproduction’s chronological sensibility reflects its core ambition to provide the ‘first 
large-scale history of reproduction’ that counters the ‘dispersion’ of scholarship across ‘forests 
of books and journals’.52 Since the 1970s many facets of reproduction, from abortion to 
childbirth, have been the focus of sustained research and debates. In their introduction Nick 
Hopwood, Rebecca Flemming and Lauren Kassell partly attribute this rise in scholarship to 
the leavening effect of second-wave feminism. Feminist commitment to reproductive rights 
and critiques of medicalised reproduction interacted with historical sub-fields in flux. 
Historians of medicine and science, for example, were receptive to critiques of medicalisation 
as they moved their gaze beyond clinical waiting rooms, university lecture theatres and 
laboratories to understand how reproductive knowledge has been historically constructed and 
refashioned. From ancient medicine to modern imperialisms, historical scholarship on 
reproduction has proliferated across temporal and regional specialisms.  

But, Reproduction contends, proliferation has come at the cost of fragmentation and 
distortion, including the ‘tendency to overstate change, especially where claims about modern 
innovations are based on flawed or foreshortened assumptions about the “pre-modern”’.53 For 
example, narratives of a broader male takeover of women’s healthcare, including the 
decentring of midwives from obstetrics, by the turn of the nineteenth century have taken for 
granted that childbirth and reproductive healthcare had otherwise been in women’s hands. 
Whether in the guise of stories of progress told by medical practitioners or, from the 1970s, 
stories of loss told by some feminist historians, such narratives risk replicating the kind of 
naturalising assumptions about timeless midwives in the western past and non-western present 
voiced by the likes of George Engelmann, a German-American doctor, in 1883: 

 
From all that we have seen it appears that the Yi of India, the Dye of Syria, the herb-
knowing hag of Mexico, and the midwife of the Bible are very much the same in their 
habits, their qualifications, and their knowledge. It is the same habitual old woman who 
figures in all countries and at all times.54 
 

For a long time, scholarship tracing back the masculinisation of gynaecological authority and 
male involvement in childbirth centuries earlier did little to dent such assumptions. In a seminal 
article from a previous Gender & History special issue, Monica Green has argued that what is at 
stake here is not simply correcting chronologies, but the very writing of truly gendered histories 
of women’s healthcare and fertility ‘based on the premise that knowledge about anatomy, 
physiology or therapeutics does not arise fundamentally out of one’s biological nature but from 
the experience of living in a social world where all forms of knowledge are gendered, both in 
their genesis and in their dissemination’.55  

Mary Fissell’s chapter revisiting man-midwifery does just that. Instead of focussing on 
the relatively quick emergence of man-midwives in England between c.1720 and 1770, Fissell 
adopts a broader perspective taking in several European nations and their colonies as well as 
the newly formed USA. She recognises distinct trajectories but also a broader commonality: 
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an Enlightenment interest in improving the survival chances of mothers and infants, motivated 
by different factors in different locales but converging on medical education and institutions. 
By the end of the eighteenth century the ‘variables which have subsequently structured the 
gender politics of midwifery’ were in place, including new obstetrical technologies, the 
normalisation of male obstetrical involvement, certainly in difficult births, and the 
downgrading of midwives.56 Fissell combines this drive for improvement with an approach to 
midwifery ‘as female work as well as medical practice’ – in other words, ‘as an economic activity 
shaped by larger shifts in workforces’ – to explain what happened to midwives. The story of 
their displacement becomes more intelligible when plugged into the larger picture of what 
happens to skilled women whose work has been ‘transformed as new technologies developed, 
clients’ expectations changed and men entered the business’.57 As this example suggests, 
Reproduction can become a vital aid for writing gendered histories of reproduction. Without 
even aspiring to replicate its breadth, here I concentrate on three interconnected things: 
gendered implications of concepts of generation and reproduction; women as subjects and 
objects of reproductive knowledge and medical practice; and, briefly, managing fertility, 
whether in terms of promoting or limiting fertility.  

Reproduction raises critical questions about the relationship between gender hierarchies 
and shifting conceptual frameworks of generation and reproduction, even if individual 
chapters vary in how far and explicitly they develop this. Cosmogonies within Ancient 
Egyptian and Near Eastern mythologies imagined the creation of the world as an exclusively 
male act. These mythologies also attributed to men, whether human or divine, a more 
pronounced generative role; men engendered children, which women then received and 
nourished. These male-centred visions of creation and generation, Stephanie Lynn Budin 
suggests, articulated the basis for male dominance and patrilineality in ancient societies where 
children primarily belonged to fathers and paternal families. The generation of children 
undergirded patriarchal rule at the macro level of the cosmos and the micro level of the 
family.58  

But the story gets more complicated.  Rebecca Flemming problematises the impulse to 
read the two-seed theory of generation, by which both men and women contribute ‘seed’, as 
an essentially egalitarian and even proto-feminist riposte to one-seed theory, by which only 
men contribute ‘seed’. Motivated by intellectual rather than social concerns, the influential 
medical author Galen advocated a version of two-seed theory in debates where the precise 
nature of women’s contribution to generation was, in fact, distinct from the question of 
whether or not female ‘seed’ existed. Interlocutors in these debates took for granted that 
women actively contributed to procreation in some form and that women were inferior. As 
Flemming neatly puts it, ‘[a]ll the available options were as patriarchal as the world around 
them’.59 Conversely, however, Gianna Pomata contends that in sixteenth-century Europe 
revived versions of Galenic two-seed theory ‘often went hand in hand with proto-feminist 
views’.60 It is a mistake, then,  to essentialise the gendered implications of specific theories of 
human generation and reproduction. The same conceptualisation of human generation that 
might reflect patriarchal assumptions in one given historical moment could, when 
reformulated centuries later, feed into the questioning of such assumptions. 

Reproduction’s core organizing principle hinges around the putative transition from an 
earlier framework of generation to a new framework of reproduction, which, writing in 1970, 
the molecular biologist and historian of genetics, François Jacob, traced to the second half of 
the eighteenth century. Generation entailed an active making, the engendering of a new being, 
an act of creating analogous to artisanal or artistic production. The new framework that 
coalesced around the term ‘reproduction’ conceptualised a more abstract process, the capacity 
of organisms to produce their own likeness and perpetuate their kind or species. From the 
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1980s feminist historians began to probe connections, conceptual as well as material, between 
the transition from generation to reproduction and the transition to capitalist production. For 
example, Barbara Duden posited that reproduction was ‘linked to the context of production 
as that term moved into the center of the political economy’. The marginalisation of 
procreation in a newly separate sphere resulted from the assimilation of reproduction to 
production, for the ‘equipping of women with a reproductive apparatus led to a cultural 
disembodiment of the processes of generatio, analogous to the “disembedding” of the 
productive economy which accompanied the end of a culture of subsistence and self-
sufficiency’.61  

Nick Hopwood’s reappraisal of the transition from generation to reproduction holds 
significant implications for how we conceptually associate reproduction and production. He 
sketches out the transition in a modified form that runs through to the turn of the twentieth 
century with more elongated and uneven contours than Jacob had supposed. But he also 
endorses the transition as the ‘most powerful generalization about the history of reproduction, 
and the strongest argument for discontinuity’.62 The formulation of egg and sperm as sex-
specific cells with equivalent functions and characteristics really did mark a rupture with the 
asymmetrical and qualitatively different male and female contributions found across 
incarnations of the generation framework, even if, as Florence Vienne notes, the biologists 
involved did not simply make a ‘radical break with all notions of sexual difference’.63 
Reproduction’s layered perspectives on the formation of reproduction complicate connections 
made to production. On Hopwood’s reading reproduction’s ‘change in meaning has too easily 
anchored the assumption that thinking in terms of capitalist (re)production de-humanized 
women as baby-producing machines’.64 Rather than conceptual assimilation, Sarah Franklin 
suggests that differentiation between biological and economic domains was crucial, for the 
‘radical new division between productive and reproductive labour’ meant that ‘childcare and 
housework, the basic infrastructures of modern life, became private “uneconomic” activities’.65 
Two of Reproduction’s key messages are that fresh thought needs to be given to how the conceptual 
relationship between reproduction and production relates to the material relationship between 
reproduction and production; and that the gendered implications of the transition from 
generation to reproduction have not been fully unravelled.  

There is an irony running through Reproduction. For much of the discipline’s past, 
reproduction was marginal to the writing of history ‘because activities associated with sex, and 
wrongly perceived as just concerning women, were sidelined’.66 Yet making reproduction 
centre-stage does not automatically bring women in from the margins. Far from it. Reproduction 
underlines a long-term history by which certain groups of men have often dominated, though 
not necessarily monopolised, the production of learned and culturally authoritative 
reproductive knowledge, from which manifold practices have arisen. It also illustrates that this 
long-term history is neither unchanging nor linear. Around the middle of the eighteenth 
century excited discussion of the hydra or freshwater polyp, which seemed to motion like an 
animal but ‘reproduce’ (or regenerate) like a plant, animated salons in Paris and London, many 
spearheaded by women. Indeed, mixed salon audiences were a target market of natural 
histories and other works exploring generation. By the early decades of the nineteenth century, 
however, such discussions had migrated to the male-dominated domain of medicine. A century 
or so after women had led salon conversations about hydras, men waited until ‘the ladies’ left 
the table to discuss the latest theories of reproduction because, as James Secord puts it, such 
conversations now ‘belonged with port and cigars’.67  

The intellectual parameters and archival basis of several chapters mean that women 
necessarily appear within them (if at all) as objects, rather than subjects, of reproductive 
knowledge. This is one reason why the rich material and visual histories showcased by many 
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‘exhibits’ are so welcome. Ancient uterine amulets, medieval birth girdles and early modern 
birthing chairs constitute ‘remnants of a thriving material culture around fertility and 
childbirth’ from the otherwise poorly documented ‘spheres of family management and female 
sociability’, which have been key sites of fertility management and obstetrical know-how 
outside highly medicalized societies or social milieus.68 The final ‘exhibit’ is an image of the 
Sala dei Fiocchi or ‘room of ribbons’ at the shrine to St Gerard Majella in Materdomini, Italy. 
Countless ribbons and photographs adorn the room, each one an expression of hope or 
gratitude from men and women desperate to become parents. Crucially, the Sala dei Fiocchi is a 
living shrine. Even in medicalized modernity, biomedicine is not the only game in town. 

With any given artefact, image or text we always need to ask whose knowledge of 
reproduction we are looking at. Helen King asks this question of ancient Greek medical 
writings. While the application of concepts of humour and heat was crucial to how they 
understood ways of treating women’s bodies, male medical authors also claimed to draw on 
information about reproductive knowledge, including signs of pregnancy or conception, 
gained from women. Historians have construed this knowledge apparently obtained from 
women in strikingly different ways: as vestiges of an authentic women’s knowledge that crossed 
over from oral to written form; as a form of masculine bluster by which  physicians authorized 
their suppositions through fictitious women; and as the collaborative, if not necessarily 
symmetrical, production of knowledge by male physicians and female patients. Whatever its 
substantial origins, we should attend very closely to the purposeful deployment of reproductive 
knowledge in these forms. As King observes, ‘[m]ale claims of access to women’s knowledge 
may owe more to the complex game of proving one’s sources trump those of one’s opponents 
than to actual processes of knowledge making or other social interactions’.69 Historians need 
to pay attention to medical masculinities that have shaped how the men who inevitably 
dominate ‘top-down’ histories have constructed, packaged and communicated reproductive 
knowledge, precisely so that we can delineate more sharply women’s involvement in and 
exclusion from the production of such knowledge.70  

Communication technologies have also shaped gendered patterns of involvement and 
exclusion. This is powerfully illustrated by the European tradition of experimenta, short written 
remedies, recipes, prayers, charms and prognostications for affecting natural processes or 
foreseeing outcomes. Experimenta related to generation, like remedies to encourage conception 
and birthing charms, remained broadly stable in form over many centuries. Yet, as Peter 
Murray Jones shows, this continuity masks a profound shift between 1300 and 1700 as 
changing ‘technologies of knowledge’ reshaped the ‘epistemology of generation’.71 Alongside 
a wider vernacularisation of learning, including medicine, the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
saw the growing affordability of paper and ink together with the development of new cursive 
scripts. These changes enabled the production of practical books for such things as husbandry, 
culinary recipes and medicinal remedies. The rise of print created new markets for books of 
secrets featuring experimenta, of which men were the principal consumers. But print did not 
altogether displace manuscript remedy-books, which women increasingly compiled too with a 
noticeable preference for medicinal recipes over prayers or prognostications. These ‘bundles 
of practical techniques’ were shared and refashioned within widening circles of women and 
men ‘at a crossroads between scholarly, commercial and domestic knowledge of generation’.72 
Experimenta on generation had once appeared in lengthy Latin works emanating from the male-
dominated institutions of medieval intellectual culture. Fast forward to the seventeenth 
century, experimenta were being written into household remedy-books by women like Johanna 
St John, who noted of one remedy that ‘Mrs Patrick Conceived Twice together with it’.73  

This domesticated empiricism, central to what Elaine Leong has recently called the 
‘knowledge making of household collectives’, contrasts with the fate of experiential knowledge 
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in the increasingly medicalised twentieth century.74 As Kate Fisher argues, ‘delegitimization of 
experience’ became ‘[e]ssential to the authorization of scientific knowledge of sex and 
reproduction’. The twentieth century witnessed not only a proliferation of information but 
also a reconstruction of reproductive knowledge ‘as a set of truths that had to be learned in 
order to make good a deficit of facts’.75 A distinctive epistemology of ignorance, as Fisher 
characterises it, has been produced in no small part by the ‘cacophony’ of expertise:  

 
[M]en and women found themselves confronted by various medical authorities, 
including local doctors, hospital specialists, pharmacists, herbalists, midwives, 
obstetricians, advice books, pharmaceutical advertisements and newspaper reports. 
Moreover, these formal and informal medical sources were in dynamic dialogue with 
parents, friends, neighbours and work colleagues. Pregnant and labouring women came 
into contact with different medical standpoints in the doctor’s surgery, obstetric clinic, 
antenatal class and midwife’s visit…Twentieth-century medical frameworks intensified 
the sense that pregnancy and birth were complex matters about which there is much to 
know or feel ignorant.76 

 
The epistemology of ignorance is also bound up with technological change. Detailed regimens 
to help women conceive desirable offspring and safely carry them to term are certainly not 
modern. The ‘medieval focus on environment and lifestyle’, Maaike van der Lugt observes, 
‘resembles the growing tendency, in our times, to subject pregnant women and those trying to 
conceive to ever more stringent lifestyle advice’.77  Cross-cultural variants of conception and 
pregnancy advice have, until recently, shared something in common: their successes and 
failures only became visible after birth. But, as Ilana Löwy argues, the routinisation of prenatal 
screening across many parts of the globe in the later twentieth century is qualitatively different. 
Enabled by a combination of technological shifts, including the development of amniocentesis 
and obstetric ultrasound, and the liberalisation of abortion laws, mass screening ‘made all 
pregnancies potentially risky, and turned all fetuses into supervised entities’.78 This exemplifies 
what Reproduction’s scale brings into view. As chapters by van der Lugt and Silvia De Renzi 
show, the history of ideas and practices by which men and women have sought to maximise 
their chances of having children with desired characteristics runs deeper than we may first 
assume.79 At the same time, the ‘silent revolution’ of generalised prenatal diagnosis, and the 
new anxieties it has opened up even as maternal and infant mortality has been dramatically 
reduced, is a historical rupture that has profoundly altered pregnancy.80  

While Reproduction explores the costs of medicalised reproduction, it also resists a 
reductionism by which women become little more than people to whom shifting reproductive 
epistemologies and technologies happen. On Salim Al-Gailani’s reading, the normalisation of 
hospital births across industrialised western nations during the twentieth century is inexplicable 
without thinking of women as key agents both in countering male authority and in promoting 
medicalised childbirth. In the first half of the century a new clamour for maternity beds at 
hospital was fuelled by several factors. In increasingly urban and mobile societies, women were 
not necessarily plugged into the female social networks that made home births feasible. At the 
same time, developments in obstetrical pain relief and techniques for inducing labour meant 
increasing numbers of women and their families could aspire to plan childbirth, including its 
timing. The growing significance of ‘choice’ connects feminist critiques of medicalised 
childbirth to the earlier consumer movement of the 1950s and 1960s. The casting of patients 
as consumers and the push for greater consumer choice not only drove calls for pain relief in 
labour wards, but also for home births without drugs. Second-wave feminist critiques, Al-
Gailani argues, extended some misgivings, which had been articulated earlier by the consumer 
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movement, in more radical directions, while the rise of self-help culture in the 1980s facilitated 
the social diffusion of feminist critiques of medicalized childbirth beyond activist and academic 
circles. On this view, underlying contemporary controversies over home births and ‘natural’ 
pain relief on labour wards is a backstory of women within but also outside feminist circles 
growing ‘more assertive in demanding “choice” in childbirth’.81 

Reproduction’s chapters on managing fertility also contribute significantly to its layered 
picture of gender, agency and control. On the basis of around 80,000 cases recorded by the 
astrologer-physicians Simon Forman and Richard Napier between 1596 and 1634, Lauren 
Kassell brings to light how early modern ‘patients and practitioners negotiated narratives of 
illness and readings of signs, drawing on epistemologies more shared than competing’.82 
Questions of fertility and pregnancy loomed large. Husbands or family members, as well as 
women themselves, asked about whether children were on the cards. Roughly one in twenty 
women of childbearing age asked whether they were pregnant; conversely, very few unmarried 
women did, one mark of the ‘norms of gender, status and authority that these encounters 
rehearsed and reinforced’.83 The doctors glimpsed at urine flasks and cast horoscopes, while 
women disclosed assessments of their own bodies, from tender breasts to menstrual patterns. 
Medical encounters were collaborative discussions of women’s bodies, which might also turn 
to problems with men’s bodies or marital compatibility. All parties recognised the 
indeterminacy of somatic and astrological signs and, sometimes, this meant they simply 
disagreed. After a forty-year-old woman called Elisabeth Borase opined that she was pregnant, 
Forman noted down, ‘but I think yt is not soe’. He later added an update: ‘proved shortly after 
not to be with child’.84 Perhaps with some self-satisfaction. But the more important point is 
that he did not know for sure all along.  
 Other chapters in Reproduction also showcase how integrating fertility and infertility 
within histories of reproduction generates insights about the social history of medicine as well 
as historical demography. Katharine Park’s chapter underlines the variable gendering of fertility 
treatment by the end of the Middle Ages. Rather than displacing the array of formal and 
informal, male and female, practitioners, learned male practitioners ‘took their place alongside 
these other groups in the flourishing field of procreative health care’.85 Christina Benninghaus 
identifies multiple bottom-up reasons for the growing take-up of infertility services in the early 
decades of the twentieth century. Married women in Germany, for example, wanted to 
determine whether they could potentially have children with a different spouse. While the 
‘swift normalization of IVF has puzzled sociologists’, Benninghaus argues that the ‘long-term 
association of reproduction, medicine and a culture of choice and design’ can be traced back 
to the turn of the twentieth century.86 Simon Szreter (like Anne Hanley in Handbook) examines 
the neglected interface between the history of venereal disease and the history of infertility. He 
argues that perceptions of the sterility-inducing effects of venereal disease might well have played 
a hitherto neglected role in demographic transition during the twentieth century insofar as they 
affected behaviour.87  
 There is so much more to say about Reproduction. How it traces the evolution of ‘open’ 
population thinking focussed on migration and civic membership until the emergence of 
‘closed’ population thinking focussed on fertility and mortality, one strand of modern 
biopolitics. How it spotlights overlooked interfaces between human, animal and plant 
reproduction. How it explores ‘global connections [which] have made reproduction 
everywhere more similar, yet not the same’.88 It is difficult to do justice to Reproduction’s utterly 
unparalleled scale and ambition and, consequently, it is difficult to avoid bad puns, for this 
really is a seminal volume. Reproduction provides exceptional entry-points for students and non-
specialists while setting dozens of specialist research agendas as well as some big ones. The 
biggest of all is working out how this ‘western regional history’ connects (and does not 
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connect) with non-western histories. Several chapters provide important cues, including Jesse 
Olszynko-Gryn’s decentering of the pill from the global history of modern birth control 
technologies and Philippa Levine’s exploration of the rhetorical and material significance of 
reproduction to empire as well as empire to reproduction.89 Reproduction provides a big picture 
to think with and, indeed, against. Certainly, the convergence, but not homogenisation, that 
the transition to an increasingly globalised reproduction has wrought; but, also, the variety of 
generative (or other?) frameworks outside Europe and the USA, and their entanglements with 
and disentanglements from reproduction. My impression is that Reproduction’s editors would 
welcome qualification, complication and even dissent, but with one rule: a chronological 
sensibility that resists automated ruptures or lazy continuities is mandatory.  

I have one final, nagging thought. Compare, for a moment, Margot Finn’s 2016 Gender 
& History lecture, which explored the ‘birthscapes of empire’ by focussing on the ‘East India 
Company’s reproductive underside’.90 Finn homes in on the ‘reproductive labour’ that 
underwrote British imperialism, ‘both the labour of biological birth and the hard graft of raising 
children to adolescence and socialising them…[which] was performed by an array of natural 
and adoptive mothers and fathers, actual and fictive parents drawn variously from the nuclear 
family, blood-kin, in-laws and influential friends’.91 One of Reproduction’s important 
achievements is to give the history of reproduction a powerful centre of gravity. But where 
does this leave reproduction in the more expansive sense of reproductive labour? Will a history 
centred around frameworks of generation and reproduction afford sufficient space for the 
‘hard graft’ of raising and socialising children? It is no slight to ask such questions of a volume 
that will be an essential resource for any historian interested in answering them.  
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